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Milestone events/occasions:

Encourage lifelong faith formation 

Focus on relationships rather than programs 

Are strategic in supporting all generations to 

develop rituals and traditions and encourage 

recognizing God’s presence in everyday living. 

Part 2 was about our changing 
world, where to start, and how to 

design your own milestones. 



Part 3 

Where Milestone Intersect With LifeLong
Faith Formation

Leadership Tips and Five Principles



In John Roberto’s new book, Lifelong 
Faith: Formation for All Ages and 
Generations, he lists seven elements that he 
believes are essential for developing lifelong 
faith formation in the next decade and 
beyond—to transform faith formation in your 
church.

1.Goals for maturing in faith
2.Practices for forming a Christian way of life
3.Intergenerational faith formation through 
Christian community
4.Family faith formation with three 
generations
5.Networks for forming faith with all ages
6.Pathways for personalizing faith formation
7.Playlists for engaging people of all ages in 
faith formation

Milestones intersect 
with ALL seven 

elements!



1. Goals for maturing in faith:
To read and study the Bible and apply its message and meaning to living 
as a Christian today.*

*LifeLong Faith by John Roberto



2. Practices for forming a way of Christian life:                                     
We form people in the practices of the Christian way of life by drawing upon 
the wisdom of the Bible and Christian tradition, and connecting the practices 
to the “signs of the times” – the struggles, joys, needs, and hungers of people 
and communities today, and equipping people with the skills and ways to live 
the practice in their daily life. 
- Connect Christian Practices to Milestones and Life Transitions;
- finding God in everyday life*

*LifeLong Faith by John Roberto



3. Intergenerational Faith Formation:
Designing all ages faith formation around intergenerational church events*

*LifeLong Faith by John Roberto



4. Family Faith Formation :
Churches that make families a priority equip parents and grandparents 
with practices for forming faith at home (celebrating rituals and 
milestones, observing the seasons of the church year, praying, serving, 
learning the Christian faith, reading the Bible). They provide the 
knowledge and skills for parenting and grandparenting today. 
Milestones is listed under 5 strategies*

*LifeLong Faith by John Roberto



5. Networks for Forming Faith with all ages:
Designing around the vision and goals of lifelong maturing in Christian faith*

*LifeLong Faith by John Roberto



6. Pathways:
Personalizing faith formation addresses the diverse faith growth needs 
of people by tailoring the environment—what, when, how, and where 
people learn and grow—to address the spiritual and religious interests 
and needs of all ages. Chapter Seven guides you through the process of 
designing a Pathways Guide for a target audience: life stage or life 
milestone (such as baptism, first communion, confirmation) or event 
(such as the seasons of the church year).*

*LifeLong Faith by John Roberto



7. Playlists:
Playlists incorporate intergenerational, family, age group, 
and online/digital faith-forming content, experiences, and 
activities. A learning playlist is similar in concept to a music 
playlist where people curate music from a variety of artists 
into a group of songs selected because they are favorites or 
represent a musical genre or theme.*

*LifeLong Faith by John Roberto



Models of Lifelong Faith Formation: 
Life stage networks are supported by milestone (or sacrament or life 
transition) formation. Networks can be created for Christian initiation and new 
member formation, marriage preparation, parent formation for the baptism of 
their child, family preparation for first communion, preparation of adolescents 
for confirmation, and more.*

*LifeLong Faith by John Roberto



Be Intentional

Set Expectations 

Plan for 
Accountability

Debbie’s Leadership Tips



The reality of equipping parents, grandparents, and the 

home for faith formation and spiritual growth… 



Be Intentional

Set Expectations 

Plan for 
Accountability

Debbie’s Leadership Tips In the context of 
milestones ministry, 

how will you?



“Shepherding souls is the personal 
care of others through caring 

conversations, faith-filled reflections, 
and prayerful engagements.”
– Rev. Dr. David W. Anderson



• Growing in our faith is a LifeLong journey. 

• Through the lens of the Five Principles of 

faith formation, what does this mean for the 

future of our ministries to all ages through 

the lens of recognizing God in the moment 

through milestones? 

Five Principles of faith formation:*
1.Faith is formed by the power of the Holy Spirit through personal, 
trusted relationships – often in our own homes.
2.The church is a living partnership between the ministry of the 
congregation and ministry of the home.
3. Where Christ is present in faith, the home is church, too!
4.Faith is caught more than it is taught.
5.If we want Christian children and youth, we need Christian 
adults who practice the faith with them.

*named by the Rev. Dr. David W. Anderson



Faith is formed by the power of the Holy Spirit through personal, trusted 
relationships – often in our own homes.*

When conversations, prayers, and blessings bring a family and friends 
together, faith is formed by the Holy Spirit. Providing opportunities for this 
to happen is important. We need to be intentional. 

The church is a living partnership between the ministry of the 
congregation and ministry of the home.*

We are fortunate if adults spend two to three hours a week in the 
congregation, but this doesn’t compare to the amount of time spent in the 
home. There needs to be a vital connection.

*named by the Rev. Dr. David W. Anderson



Where Christ is present in faith, the home is church, too!*

Placing tools in the hands of adults and helping them learn to “speak 
the faith” at home opens the opportunity for the wisdom of the elder 
to connect with the younger generations. 

*named by the Rev. Dr. David W. Anderson

➢ The home is an essential part of our faith formation.

➢ Like learning a language, it is where we are immersed in it

➢ How do we encourage faith formation in the home?

➢ Milestones is a good place to start!



If we want Christian children and youth, we need Christian adults 
who practice the faith with them.*

If we want adults who practice their faith, we need to start paying 
attention and begin building relationships and empowering all the 
ages.

*named by the Rev. Dr. David W. Anderson

Faith is caught more than it is taught.*

We seldom consider how faith is really “caught”. It means to get and 
hold something. Often times I think we assume everyone speaks our 
language. The more we role model and provide opportunities to 
practice our faith, the better chance we will have to get it and hold on. 



Rev. Dr. David Anderson

Nurturing the Christian 
faith is not about experts, 

it’s about shepherds.







https://milestonesministry.org/



https://www.lifelongfaith.com/journal.html



www.milestoneministry.org

http://www.milestoneministry.org/


Facebook 
Group Page



How will you support and 
encourage lifelong faith 

through milestones?
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